SUMMER GREECE

MAY 16 – JUNE 4, 2016

ANCIENT CORINTH AND ITS SURROUNDINGS | A 3-week, faculty-led program

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This seminar combines the discovery and analysis of the remains of ancient Greece with immersion in the present day life of Ancient Corinth, a small Greek village. The backbone of the program is formed by visits to the major sites and museums of classical Greece, where the students will be introduced to the traditional problems and methods of art and architecture as primary sources for history. This course strives to create a kind of class that goes beyond the normal Notre Dame world, a class in which the physical and the intellectual and the personal are all equally exercised and appreciated in the pursuit of a truly international experience.

The students will also be encouraged by daily walks and hikes and climbs and discussions to consider the remains of antiquity within the context of their physical environment, a landscape whose geological features remain essentially unchanged from antiquity to the present. The goal is for the students to return to the US feeling personally invested in the history of Greece and in the origins of Western Culture.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Contact: Hong Zhu
Associate Director
Study Abroad
Notre Dame International
zhu.6@nd.edu
574.631.3229

TO APPLY

Visit international.nd.edu

See reverse for more details
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

- Fully immerse yourself in the art, architecture, and history of Greece and the origins of Western culture
- Embrace an intellectual/experiential, archaeological/art historical and personal/cultural adventure
- Visit major sites and museums of classical Greece
- Walk/hike/discuss daily in the midst of the landscape of antiquity
- Led by Robin Rhodes, Notre Dame professor of art history, architecture, and classics
- Service opportunity through education, sports, and other social programs with local Roma population
- Earn 3 fine arts credits, or credits towards art history, classics, or general elective

TENTATIVE CALENDAR

- Feb. 15: Application deadline
- April/TBD: Mandatory pre-departure orientation
- May 16: Arrival in Ancient Corinth
- June 4: Departure from site

ELIGIBILITY

Any Notre Dame undergraduate who will be a rising sophomore, junior, or senior at the time of departure. Must be in good academic standing and in compliance with community standards.

HOUSING AND MEALS

Accommodation in hotel in Ancient Corinth (includes breakfast)
Students will purchase their own lunches with program stipend
Dinners will be arranged for the group in local taverns/restaurants

COURSE TITLE AND NUMBER

ARHI 24110 / CLAS 24110
The Art and Landscape of Greece

PROGRAM FEE ($6,300) INCLUDES

- 3 Notre Dame credits
- All accommodations and meals
- All program academic outings and activities, including entrance to sites and museums
- Airport shuttle and transportation during the program’s duration
- On-site program support from Notre Dame faculty
- HTH international health and emergency evacuation insurance
- Wi-Fi in all accommodations

PROGRAM FEE DOES NOT INCLUDE

- International airfare (approx. $1,500)
- Pre-departure expenses (passports, visas, etc.)
- Personal spending money